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REPORTS
Comprehensive quarterly data on markets and companies, including
market overviews, subscribers, users, revenues, technologies as well as
the latest information about the state of the industries, trends and
forecasts. All Dataxis reports are available online using the latest BI and
data-visualization technology.

+750

+1 400

+180

MARKET REPORTS

ACTOR PROFILES

COUNTRIES

+ 750 market reports
Dataxis market reports provide the most comprehensive data set in terms of
market sizes, revenue development and relevant companies within a total of

MARKET
REPORT

more than 150 countries. We look into the future of TV, Telecom, Media and
Digital industries providing the latest trends and tangible subscribers &
revenue forecasts. In addition to detailed gures and graphs, it also features
geographical comparison and competitive bench marking.
Each market report includes:
Up to 3-year quarterly history by operator and technology
Small, medium and big operators covered
5-year forecasts by technology and country
Geographical and competitive benchmarking
Market segment deep dives with interactive dashboards
Extract any set of data & graphs (XLS,PDF, PPT,PNG)








Explore our market report categories
TELEVISION

ADVERTISING

RADIO

OTT & VIDEO

OUTDOOR

CONNECTED DEVICES

FIXED BROADBAND & VOICE

NEWSPAPERS & MAGAZINES

MOBILE

View all market reports

+ 1400 actor profiles
Each actor profile provides the most comprehensive data set in terms of
market positioning and revenue development for the related company
operating in the TV, Broadband, Mobile or Telephony markets. Furthermore,
Dataxis looks into the future of the market providing the latest trends and
tangible subscribers & revenue forecasts in the country, as well as information
on the actor’s major competitors.

ACTOR
PROFILES

Each market report includes:
Up to 3-year quarterly history by activity (television, internet, mobile or telephony)
Subscribers, Revenues, ARPU
Market shares by activity
Forecasts
Competitors and ranking by activity







Explore our actor profile categories
3PLAY

4PLAY

PAY TV

MOBILE & BROADBAND

View all actor profile

Volume Discount Pricing
Your cart will automatically apply the related volume discount to the final pricing.

MOBILE

